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Monograph Eighteen:

The Second Coming

The mythologies of Christianity and Judaism hold an echo of the Knowledge
of the ancients because these religions have their roots in Ancient Egypt.  But

that echo is much-altered, as is our interpretation of the mythologies,
courtesy of the distorting filters of indoctrination and institutionalisation.  To

reconnect with the Knowledge in its original and purest form we need to go
back to the source – the mythologies of Ancient Egypt.  When we know how to

decode them, those mythologies have much to tell us.

A Covenant Made and a Promise Given

      I have a very handy ability to Create* in my reality whatever I need to alter my thought 
processes and set them flowing where I need them to flow.  Actually, it was a covenant 
made, a promise given, many years ago, when I felt a book in my hands that was not there 
and was told whatever I needed would be brought into my hands.

      So I came across Graham Hancock's writing a long time ago, and his Work* has 
continued to come into my reality as per that covenant, which means he has continued, 
over the decades, to engage in Work that is powerfully relevant and highly significant.

      It is tempting to say if one person's Work has fed into mine more powerfully than that 
of any other it would be Graham Hancock's, but that would devalue the Work of so many 
others to whom I owe my great debt of gratitude.  I certainly highly recommend his books, 
Fingerprints of the Gods1 and its follow up, Magicians of the Gods2.

      He it was who first opened my eyes to the fact that our history is not at all as we've been
led to believe.  The orthodox views of our history are largely determined by the 
institutionalised religions (and their religious texts) that bind us up in misguided belief 
and mindset, so if anyone was going to set us free of that thinking they themselves had to 
be free of it.  They had to be open minded, and I mean really open minded.

Our Pathway Through Our Own History

      But if we don't know our own true history, how can we know ourselves?  We can't.  
Collectively and individually, we are the sum total of everything that has come before us.  
We are moulded and shaped by our past, but how can we understand the dynamics of this, 
the whys and wherefores, if we don't know what our past is?

      And I'm not just referring to the different and multiple iterations of the human 
experience as governed by the cycle of Orion.  I'm referring to this iteration, our iteration, 
and our pathway through it.

      I'm referring to what we started out with – a powerful connection to the divine gnosis 
and the practice of good governance – and I'm referring to what we started out as – our 
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existence in and as a higher state of consciousness.

      And I'm referring to the slow but definite descent of our consciousness into the 
quagmire of materiality and a purely physical existence, and the Perpetual Separation* of 
our consciousness, and the chronic ignorance of our society.

How Dumb We Are

      No one, regardless of how intelligent they are, can arrive at Truth* and Knowledge* 
through an observation and assessment of the physical world only.  No one.  It's impossible
because Truth isn't physical, it's metaphysical, and our Truth is metaphysical because we 
are metaphysical beings, despite the fact that we have become almost purely physical in 
our expression and experience.

      We do not exist in our Truth, or even close to it.  We exist in illusion, as illusion.

      When you separate the physical from its source, metaphysicality, which is what we've 
done to and with ourselves, no matter how intelligent you think you are, you are dumb.

      Humanity makes such dumb observations of the universe around us, not to mention 
choices.  We operate within limits and boundaries around our thoughts, beliefs and 
mindsets that can only ever at best give rise to dumb choices and observations.

      It doesn't help that we are deliberately being kept dumb, just as we are deliberately 
being kept ill, physically and psychologically.  Concealing many Truths from us is a vital 
element of the Dark* agenda, and never more so than with our own history.

      To this end, they have gone to great lengths over many centuries to destroy the 
Knowledge held by the ancients, passed down over aeons of time, predominantly through 
the ancient priesthoods.

     In fact, I happen to know they of the Darkness laugh and scoff at our gullibility and the 
ease with which we are manipulated.  Such derision is born, I think, from the fact that they 
need us, and they know it.  They can denigrate us all they like, but I know just how much 
they need us.  They are entirely dependent on us.

      So what would happen to them, then, if we started to fight back, to shake off the inertia 
and apathy, and stand up to their Dark manipulations?  They would be in serious trouble.  
This, they know.

The Transformational Power of Knowledge

      There is an antidote to dumbness.  Knowledge, even lower knowledge, but particularly 
higher, transcendent Knowledge, is powerful in its effects on consciousness, on society, on 
reality, on well being and living standards, on psychological and physical health, and on 
intangibles like inner strength and confidence.

      But never more so is this true than with self Knowledge.  The ancients agree with me, 
or, rather, I agree with them.  Over the entrance to the Temple at Delphi in Ancient Greece 
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was the simple mantra Know Thyself (The Matrix7 makes a pointed reference to it, too).

      I could argue the merits of self Knowledge until I run out of breath, but my Merlin has 
saved me the trouble:-

      “There's no better sustenance.  It prepares you for what is to come, it changes your 
belief, it aligns you with the truth of who you are, it makes you strong, and it brings your
power, your Light, to the surface of you such that it emanates from you, permeating and 
influencing your thoughts, your dreams, and your image of yourself.  In other words, 
knowledge transforms you.3”

      And this is as true for us as a collective as it is for us as individuals.

The Trouble with the Modern World

      The real trouble for us in this, our very modern world, is our consciousness, in its 
current Perpetually Separated, chronically-ignorant state, cannot handle the higher, 
transcendent Knowledge that can and will transform us – Knowledge we must assimilate if
we are to connect with the truth of who we are and where we've come from, and if we are to
reach for and fulfil a higher potential.

      We think we are knowledgeable about our history now, so the higher, divine Knowledge
that was, and still is, our rightful heritage – the Knowledge that was faithfully preserved 
and protected by the ancient priesthoods – would butt up against and meet the resistance 
of our ignorant beliefs.

      Such Knowledge would certainly contradict many of our religious texts, and I know 
that, alone, would spell trouble for many individuals.  I am not being melodramatic when I 
say humans have killed for far less right across the entirety of our known history.  Nothing 
comes out fighting like an indoctrinated, institutionalised mind in protection of that very 
same indoctrination.

Penetrating the Fog of Anaesthetisation and Apathy

      Transcendent Knowledge will break down the bedrock of chronic ignorance that 
characterises modern society and it will push through the barriers and boundaries around 
our beliefs and mindsets, especially those we hold about ourselves, but only for those with 
open and flexible minds, of whom there are precious few.

      Closed, rigid minds can and will only resist, and in their resistance they will attack, 
criticise and ridicule.  They will tear the Knowledge down, and anyone who disseminates it,
like a pack of hyenas bringing down, fighting over and tearing apart their prey.

      What's worse now, though (and here you will have to excuse my cynicism), is that I 
think many people will simply not bother to drag their focus from what's trending on social
media.

      Knowledge?  What Knowledge?  Who cares.  For some people, nothing penetrates the 
fog of anaesthetisation and apathy, even before it has a chance to butt up against the 
boundaries imposed by ignorant mindsets.
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      It seems to me there has to be some kind of preparation before we can confront the 
Truth of who we really are, of who we are not, of where we've come from, of what we're 
truly capable of, and of where we can potentially go from here.

      Either that or humanity will have to collectively walk smack into a trigger for powerful 
transformational change, like I did.  I suspect this just might be the preferred option . . .

The Knowledge of the Ancients

      The Knowledge of the ancients can help us know who we are and where we've come 
from, and it has remained.  Or, rather, it is accessible . . . or a semblance of it is.  We have 
inherited it, encoded, as it is, in the ancient monuments, not just those of Ancient Egypt2, 
and in the myths and philosophies of the ancient religions, particularly those of the 
Ancient Egyptians.

      But to tap into that Knowledge we need to adjust our way of thinking.  We need to start 
thinking like them.  We need to start thinking holistically.  We need to start thinking like a 
Hermeticist.

Hermetic Thought and Knowledge

      The label 'Hermeticism' is derived from Hermes Trismegistus, the Egyptian god Thoth, 
whom the Greeks associated with Hermes.  The epithet Trismegistus (meaning thrice 
greatest) was given to him to distinguish the Egyptian Hermes from the Greek Hermes.  He
was an Egyptian sage who, it was believed, existed in the mists of antiquity and who 
authored some great works collectively known as the Hermetica9.

      Rather than being an actual person, Hermes Trismegistus is an archetype, one that is 
not of the body like a normal archetype but is, rather, of the soul.  He is the purely 
metaphysical aspect of consciousness that awakens and leads us, those who know the way, 
through the labyrinthine psyche into the higher state of consciousness within which the 
divine gnosis is accessible and attained.

      The Hermetica, as a collection of works, was written by one or a group of Egyptian high 
initiates, but its modern form has come to us courtesy of the scholars of Alexandria, who 
collated it in the 2nd and 3rd centuries CE9.  As such, despite Thoth's advice that all possible 
measures should be taken to prevent these holy secrets being corrupted by translation 
into Greek9, that is exactly what occurred.

      Such is the power of the Hermetica, and such is the human response to Hermetic 
wisdom, that the injection of it into European society many centuries ago had a profound 
effect on European consciousness as a whole, hence the Renaissance and the so-called 
official end of the Dark Ages (although I think we didn't fully emerge from the Dark Ages).

      What's important about Hermetic thought is that the same higher states of being, and, 
more specifically, the divine gnosis accessible and available in those higher states of being, 
was the very premise and substance of the priesthood of Ancient Egypt.

      And, therefore, Hermetic thought is the very substance of the Ancient Egyptian myths 
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and mythologies we've inherited today, and it is the very substance of the Ancient Egyptian
religion-philosophy.

Egyptian Magic

      Courtesy of their belief system, even the ordinary masses were aware of and connected 
with the energetic, multi-dimensional nature of consciousness, even if they couldn't 
articulate it as such.  This awareness was weaved into every aspect of their daily lives, 
hence their use of magic.

      If we think of magic as the knowledge of thought and energy, how to harness and use 
both to shape, influence and work with consciousness and reality, the Ancient Egyptians 
did not view it with the kind of superstitious caution with which we approach magic today. 
Nor did they equate it with black witches and witchcraft, and nor did they ever put the 
label on it of 'evil'.

      On the contrary, magic very much formed part of the fabric of their religion-philosophy,
which itself was weaved into the fabric of their society.  So even the ordinary people knew 
the power and value of symbolic talismans and amulets, for example, and how powerful 
prayers, spells and incantations were, all of which they utilised in their daily lives.

      To put it simply, their belief system innately held a Knowledge of what is and how to 
apply it to daily life.  Far from being evil, such a belief system is supremely healthy.

What is the Point of Belief?

     What is the point of belief if it is not close to, or bears no resemblance to, Truth?  What 
is the point of belief if it contradicts Truth?  You might believe in something passionately, 
but so what, if it simply isn't anywhere near the Truth?

      Whatever you believe, or don't believe, as is your choice, it makes no difference to 
Truth.  Truth remains the same.  So belief either connects you with Truth or it doesn't.  But
if it doesn't connect you then it disconnects you.  The belief system of the Ancient 
Egyptians resonated with Truth and, therefore, it connected them with Truth.

      And the more an individual delved into and became immersed in the practice of their 
religion philosophy, the more steeped that individual became in Hermetic thought, the 
more his or her consciousness was opened and expanded, shifted and changed, the more 
removed he or she became from the ordinary masses.

      But should we desire it, and pursue it, so, too, could it be for us today.

Initiation and the Divine Gnosis

      We disregard the concept of initiation because we tend to regard it as the product of an 
ancient belief system that has no relevance to or bearing on us today.  Plus, we've pigeon-
holed it as a 'spiritual' practice undertaken by those who are thus inclined.

      Initiation doesn't have to be undertaken in the context and the confines of an ancient 
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temple, and, in my opinion and experience, it cannot be undertaken in or as part of the 
institutionalised religious systems we have around us today.

      Initiation can come from directly within, especially if it's triggered and awakened by a 
Hermetic Process, and it can be undertaken anywhere, even in the context of modern 
society, which is exactly why I devoted a whole monograph to it (see Monograph Sixteen).

      And it can be triggered in those capable, any time, without the conscious permission of 
the conscious awareness, although, as I said in Monograph Sixteen, the conscious 
awareness must participate consciously.

      Internal initiation (as opposed to the external initiation offered by the temples and 
priesthoods of the ancient world) begins with the preparation of consciousness to receive, 
absorb and assimilate higher Knowledge (transformation), like the tilling of soil, and this is
then followed by the inner connection with and attainment of divine gnosis.

      The kind of Knowledge, obtained externally and arrived at internally during initiation 
(Processes of mastery), raises, opens and expands consciousness.  It powerfully and 
profoundly changes thought, belief, mindset, perspective and focus, and it extends the 
boundaries of one's personal internal horizons.  All of which have a significant impact on 
one's reality.

      But initiation is not easy, at all.  So it is not for the faint-hearted or the weak willed.

Connecting with the Divine Gnosis without Preparation

      The divine gnosis held by the ancient priesthoods could potentially crack the untrained,
unprepared psyche and precipitate psychosis, regardless of the state of the cultural 
consciousness from which the individual came, so how much more so when chronic 
ignorance and Separation from the divine gnosis form the bedrock of cultural 
consciousness, as is the case now?

      Again, this is why taking drugs as a short cut to 'enlightenment' is such a highly 
dangerous undertaking, especially now, in this modern era.  How much more damaging is 
it, too, when individuals take drugs for recreational reasons without having any idea at all 
of the potential effects on their consciousness?

Stumbling Around in the Dark

      In this, the modern era, there is not a whole lot on offer for any individual seeking a 
higher state of consciousness, which is why so many resort to drugs.  Eastern philosophies 
like Buddhism and Hinduism do, for some, offer pathways to higher states of 
consciousness, but these do not easily harmonise and fuse with the mindsets and systems 
of beliefs that underpin Western society.

      And initiation itself, regardless of how it's undertaken, clashes, collides with, 
contradicts and conflicts with the materialism and the materialistic pursuits and mindsets 
of modern society, particularly those of the western cultures.
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      Robert S. De Ropp provides a number of specific and good examples of the tailspin of 
psychological trouble and trauma this can result in11.  And in the Hermetica Thoth speaks 
very specifically about this, too:-

“. . for the possessions of this life are too pleasant,
and such pleasures grip the soul by the throat,

holding it down to earth.9”

      So people are pretty much on their own, invariably stumbling around in the dark . . .  Or
should that be Dark?

      Which is exactly why we need Osiris, the higher, or metaphysical, principle of good 
governance, to return.  We need Osiris to 'turn the lights (Light) back on'.

The Ancient Egyptian Myth of Osiris and Isis

      Since I'll be talking about the myth of Osiris and Isis in some detail, for those 
unfamiliar with it I need to lay it out in a full, albeit slightly-abridged, form.  So bear with 
me.  It's a good story, and its importance to us will become clear.

      Osiris, Isis, Set and Nephthys, brothers and sisters (same dimensional origin), 
descended to earth from the celestial spheres (higher dimensions) to help and guide 
humanity.

      Osiris civilised the people, teaching them many things – mathematics, astronomy and 
our connection with the stars, writing and how to keep records, how to build with 
(megalithic) stone, healing, the cultivation of crops.  He introduced civilising laws, and he 
benevolently ruled over the land and the people as king with his sister, Isis, as his queen.

      But Osiris's brother, Set, was jealous.  He coveted Osiris's rule.  So he plotted to kill 
Osiris and usurp the throne.  He invited Osiris to a party and at one point produced a 
beautiful coffer made of cedar, inlaid with ebony and ivory, which he'd secretly had made 
to Osiris's exact specifications, promising to gift the coffer to whomever of his guests fitted 
it exactly.

      Every attendee at the party, all co-conspirators, 72 of them, tried the coffer, but only 
Osiris fitted it perfectly, as was the plan.  As soon as he got into the coffer, Set and his co-
conspirators slammed the lid on the coffer and nailed it shut, even sealing it with pitch.  
They then threw the coffer into the Nile.

      Isis, mourning her husband, found the coffer, retrieved it and hid it.  But Set discovered
its location.  He opened the coffer and dismembered Osiris's body, scattering the body 
parts across the land.

      Again, Isis intervened.  She travelled the land with her sister, Nephthys, locating each 
body part except one, the phallus.  She brought the parts back together, bound them in 
strips of linen (the first mummy), and then, using her words, including the secret name of 
Ra (the sun), which she tricked out of him, and a fashioned phallus, she magically brought 
Osiris's soul back into the mummified body.
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      But only temporarily.  Only long enough to copulate with him and conceive a son, 
Horus.  Then she went into exile, hiding in the reeds and bulrushes along the Nile where 
she birthed, suckled and raised Horus.

      As a man, Horus challenged his uncle, Set.  They fought many times, and Horus 
underwent many trials during this process that served only to make him stronger.  During 
one such fight with Set, he lost an eye, but it was eventually returned to him by Thoth, the 
god of the written records of Knowledge.

      Horus finally defeated his uncle and reclaimed his birthright, ruling the land as king.

      Such is the form of the myth as we've inherited it.

A Few Important Considerations

      There are a few important things to consider in our interpretation of the myth.

      First, myths like this one were designed to encode higher Knowledge to preserve it, but 
they were also, at the same time, designed to conceal that Knowledge to all but those who 
held the key to deciphering it.  The divine Knowledge, higher Knowledge, was never for the
public consumption of the uninitiated masses.

      Second, the myth has predominantly come to us through the Hellenizing filter of the 
Greeks, which had the unfortunate effect of 'flattening' everything, or removing the subtle 
nuances of dimensionality and meaning, as Thoth knew.

      Third, the interpretation of it has also come to us through the filter of our ability, or 
lack thereof, to fully and coherently decipher hieroglyphics, a writing system that we are 
not fully capable of understanding, in my opinion, because it is so different from our own.

      Our writing system is uni-dimensional, or flat, designed for the separated conscious 
intellect, which, in turn, renders us left-brain dominant.  Hieroglyphics, as a writing 
system, is exactly the opposite.  It works in conjunction, and, therefore, in sync, with 
deeper consciousness, and it is multi-dimensional, constructed in layers that determine the
symbolic meanings of the hieroglyphic symbols.

      It is a system of writing that requires a developed intuition, not to mention balance of 
the left and right hemispheres of the brain, and never more so than with the spells, 
incantations, and verses of the religion-philosophy.

The Osirian Myth Decoded

      Despite these considerations, enough of the myth is intact to allow for an 
understanding of what the ancients wanted to convey.

Osiris:

      When we know that Osiris is the higher, or purely metaphysical, principle of the good 
governance that is our rightful heritage, our birthright, and Isis, as his queen, is the good 
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guidance that is always the consort of good governance, decoding the myth is rendered a 
whole lot easier.

      Osiris and Isis, and, also, Set, are not clichéd gods to be worshipped, although they 
became so.  As metaphysical principles, they should be honoured, and applied.

      As metaphysical principles Osiris and Isis are directly concerned with the higher nature
and order of consciousness, and with consciousness as a higher concept, and with the 
regulation of it at the highest levels of awareness and understanding.

      So the Osirian good governance is as applicable individually as it is culturally and 
collectively.  Meaning, whilst the optimum is to have it implemented culturally so that it 
permeates every individual consciousness in that culture, it can still be honoured and 
implemented personally.

      At a cultural level Osirian rule forms a Hermetic (alchemical, energetic) fabric of society
that potentially (Free Will determines the actuality) benefits all and every member.

      At an individual level, for anyone who honours Osirian rule, the individual 
consciousness is honoured, not just the higher aspect, although this is an essential 
component of Osirian governance, but as a whole – the iceberg in its entirety – what's 
underneath and above the waterline of physical awareness.

      Osiris was not, and isn't, the highest ideal for which we can strive.  He is the 
environment, culture and state of being within which we are fully able to reach for and 
attain our highest ideal.  He is the Great Facilitator, the fertile soil into which, as 
consciousness, we are nurtured and nourished, and within which we thrive.

      Thus, as a metaphysical principle, while Osirian governance can be established and 
implemented as an external construct, forming the premise of a culture and society, it is 
also an internal construct.  So even in the absence of Osirian rule around us, we are still 
able to honour it within ourselves (as Hermeticists do).

Isis:

      Isis mourned her husband because without his good governance of consciousness the 
higher guidance of the Ancient Wisdom and the divine gnosis is limited in its ability to 
Work its magic.  What use the most nourishing fertiliser without good soil for it to work 
with and through?

      Whilst Osirian rule can be external and internal, the guidance of Isis just is, but it, too, 
can be accessed externally or internally.  For both principles, honouring Osirian rule and 
accessing the Wisdom of Isis internally requires higher Hermetic states of being.

Set:

     Set (source of the Christian Satan), is the principle of purely metaphysical bad 
governance that exploits the nature of consciousness for its own ends, using and abusing 
us in the process, establishing an environment, a culture and a state of being that serves 
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only itself, trapping, wounding and harming consciousness in the process.

      Set always conspires to kill off good governance because the two are mutually exclusive.
Either one reigns or the other does, never both.  So where even a semblance of good 
governance reigns, bad governance will struggle to get a foothold.

The Coffer of Containment:

      The coffer symbolises one of the two most powerful ways Set kills off good governance, 
but usually both mechanisms for killing it off are required, which the myth makes clear.  
Containment is essential if Set is to rule.

      But what is contained, and what is the mechanism of containment?  What is contained 
is the higher aspect of consciousness, the spark of divinity, that lies at the heart of every 
consciousness, and also anything that can potentially bring it forth from containment, 
whether Knowledge, Wisdom, or Hermetic devices that harness and apply higher energetic
principles.

      As for the mechanisms of containment, we have brilliant examples of them around us 
now, from the institutionalised religions that trap and contain thought and belief, to the 
chronic ignorance that stagnates Process, to the mechanisms of manipulation that ensnare 
focus and keep us shallow.

      Once the containment is in place, Set is able to use physicality itself to perpetuate the 
containment, and this kind of containment prevents the resurrection of Osirian 
governance.  Once he's locked out, Osiris cannot come back without Isis.

Dismemberment:

      The other essential means of killing off the good governance of Osiris is Separation, 
specifically, the separation/Separation of consciousness, which is why Set didn't just 
dismember Osiris's body, he made damn sure the parts were taken to different and 
separate locations so they could not be put back together.

      This is incredibly vital, and it is well worth noting.  The Separation of consciousness, 
symbolised by the separation of Osiris in the myth, is Separation from Osiris, and without 
all the parts, Osiris cannot return fully and permanently, which is why one body part, a 
pretty important one, is missing in the myth.  Without it Isis could not bring Osiris back 
permanently, which is why she conceived of the Horus rule, a lower form of Osirian rule.

Set's Co-conspirators:

      We are Set's co-conspirators, courtesy of Free Will.  We are always culpable when bad 
governance reigns, because it cannot do so without us.  We give it a foothold.  Set does the
rest, implementing and establishing mechanisms and systems that perpetuate his rule.

      Usually, on an individual level, we are lured, seduced, sometimes tricked but sometimes
not, by the offer of something we want.  The myth does not go into detail, because it 
doesn't have to.  We know the drill.  No doubt the co-conspirators were offered positions of
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power in the new regime, or wealth, or some other form of egoic aggrandisement.

      And then, with such an offer, how easily we betray all that is good, and how easily we 
choose and act in ways we know are bad.  Murder, in any code or belief system, is always a 
golden no-no.  This we know because we are in possession of a conscience.  It's actually a 
part of our consciousness, and if we ignore it, it diminishes to the point of becoming non-
existent within us, another of the separations.

The Number 72:

      The number 72 given specifically as the number of Set's co-conspirators is a vital piece 
of the information encoded into the myth, and it's why I noted it in my recounting.

      72 is an extremely significant number, one that is instantly recognisable by those of us 
who are familiar with the cycle of precession and its associated numerology.

      In fact, 72 points directly to the great cosmic clock of precession because it forms the 
very tick of the clock, like the ticking of a normal clock2.  72 is the number of years required
for the sun to move 1 degree around the precessional clock2, so encoding it into the myth is 
like pointing to the second hand on a watch.

      Why would the myth incorporate the precessional cycle and the cosmic clock in such a 
way that it can neither be missed nor ignored, thereby pointing us directly to it?

      I believe the myth is deliberately linking the cosmic precessional clock with the karmic 
pattern encoded in the myth, a pattern that plays out in the human experience like our 
proverbial needle stuck on its broken record, one that had its inception in a very old 
iteration of human existence and is compounded again and again and again, by us, every 
time we don't resolve it but, instead, allow it to hold sway and determine the very course, 
and the end, of each iteration.

        Put another way, the myth doesn't just encode the cycle of precession, it vitally links 
the precessional clock with us as co-conspirators.

The Karmic Pattern Encoded in the Myth:

      Myths can always be interpreted in levels, which is the beauty of them.  So, on one level,
the myth doesn't encode an event, literally or figuratively, although, also, on another level, 
it does (I will discuss this in another monograph).

      At the level I'm approaching it in this monograph, the myth encodes a pattern, a karmic
pattern, one that is repeated over and over in the iterations of the human experience, but 
one that is, too, repeated again and again in this, our current iteration.

      Whenever good governance, our rightful heritage, reigns over us benevolently, guiding, 
protecting, nurturing, nourishing, bad governance usurps control, by foul means, never 
fair, with help from us as co-conspirators.

      Whenever and wherever good governance is restored, it is never with the help of 
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humanity.  Free Will is always the means by which we, as co-conspirators, are used by the 
principle of bad governance to assume control, and Free Will also renders humanity wholly
incapable of defeating bad governance and re-establishing good governance.

The Eye of Horus:

      There are so many different interpretations of this.  Really, you can pick and choose 
whichever suits you.  My own interpretation is it symbolises perspective.  More specifically,
it symbolises whatever it is that forms the premise of perspective.

     The Eye of Horus, as with most talismanic symbols, can be used to symbolise evil, the 
Dark rule of Set, or it can be used to symbolise Light, or good (restored vision).

      Those who serve Set use the Eye of Horus to symbolise the manipulation of humanity 
into a perspective that is purely physical, or material, and, therefore, chronically ignorant.  
So, as evil, it symbolises Separation and illusion.  I know, to them, the right and left eyes 
each have different meaning.  No doubt one, probably the right, symbolises higher 
perspective while the other, the left, symbolises the ignorant lower perspective, or vice 
versa.

      Thus, when certain celebrities carry on with their antics of covering up one eye with a 
patch or a hand, they are arrogantly telling you they know more than you.  And they are 
telling you and each other what they serve.  Really, what they're telling you is they are 
owned because they've been bought, like Set's co-conspirators, and they are perpetuating 
the Set governance under which we are labouring, and suffering.

      For Horus, his one-eyed perspective was restored by Thoth who symbolises (Hermetic) 
Knowledge and writing, or the written record of transforming, transcendent Knowledge.  
Beautifully said.  And so true.  Perspective is always restored by Knowledge.  Always.

The Difference Between Horus and Osiris

      Despite the fact that Horus is a reincarnated form of Osiris, there is a profound 
difference between the Osirian and Horus forms of good governance.  The myth 
encapsulates that difference perfectly with the lengthy battle and multiple fights between 
Set and Horus.

      Set and Osiris cannot and do not fight because, as metaphysical principles, their fight 
will and must take place on the metaphysical plane where Set is wholly incapable of 
defeating Osiris.

      Do you remember in Monograph Fifteen I said to fight the face of the Set tyranny that 
currently governs human reality we must take that fight to the metaphysical plane?  As 
Horus demonstrates, fighting Set on the physical plane is never a good idea, although, 
potentially, as he also demonstrates, it can be done.

      The reason Horus is far less powerful than his father is because physicality itself is Set's 
greatest tool, one he wields like a weapon.  In the myth, Horus had a lot of help, and not 
just from Isis and Thoth, without which he would not have prevailed.
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      The difference between the Osirian and Horus forms of governance is also the reason 
why the pharaohs of Ancient Egypt were associated with Horus, and why, at death, they 
became associated with Osiris.

      Such is the state of human consciousness here, in this realm, that it takes death to be 
reunited with Osiris, depending, of course, on how we've travelled through our lives.

The Horus Form of Good Governance

      To explain the difference between the two it's easier to start with Horus.

      Like any physical incarnation, he symbolises a lower-dimensional form of the good 
governance, one that is established, implemented and maintained on the physical plane 
through the auspices of laws, statutes and commandments, like the Ten Commandments, 
rites and rituals, and the establishment of a belief system, like a religion, presided over by 
the king himself (or authority) in conjunction with the priesthood.

      Although physical in its rule, it can still be accompanied and assisted by Isis, and it can 
hold Osirian echoes, but how much so depends on the regulating authorities.  The 
accompaniment of this guidance, itself purely metaphysical, means the Horus rule of good 
governance is still potentially powerful in its protection of the people it rules over, and in 
its establishment of a culture within which consciousness benefits and is cared for.

      Does belief in the Christian god and the adherence to his rules, dictates, edicts and 
commandments constitute Osirian rule?  No, absolutely not.  But if this god's religious 
rules are authentically, not hypocritically, applied, Christianity can constitute a Horus form
of rule.  Souls are still afforded a form of protection, if not nurture, so long as the Horus 
authority remains steadfast and authentic in its care of those under its rule.

      The problem with the Horus rule of Christianity (and Judaism and Islam), as with any 
Horus form of rule, is its vulnerability to abuse, exploitation and corruption.

The Weakness of the Horus Rule

      Because its source, its origin, and, therefore, its implementation is the physical, rather 
than the metaphysical, plane, the Horus rule is vulnerable to many things, like corruption, 
that weaken it, and this is depicted in the myth in the form of the many trials and tests 
(seductions) Horus had to overcome to be truly strong enough to defeat Set.

      That the Horus rule must be established and maintained on the physical plane 
inherently requires effort, vigilance, determined dedication, application, discipline, and a 
sharp, honed, unwavering focus.  As such, it is vulnerable to apathy, laziness, distractions, 
seductions, corruption, abuse, a lack of vigilance, and a split focus.

      The Ancient Egyptians themselves personify the truth of the potentiality of strength and
weakness in the Horus rule.  Overall, their civilisation endured for a remarkably long 
period of time, and at its heights was a superpower in the region.  On the other hand, there 
were times when it was overrun and conquered, and when it was weakened by a weak or 
corrupt pharaoh, a corrupt priesthood, or internal schisms between the ruling authorities.
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      Although we can't possibly know because we are not privy to the inner workings of each
and every pharaoh, I would wager money on the fact that under the rule of those pharaohs 
who authentically honoured the Horus rule, possibly like Ramses II (the Great), Egypt 
thrived and was strong, whilst under the rule of those pharaohs who did not authentically 
honour the governance, Egypt was weakened.  Perhaps the consequences of that weakness 
were not seen immediately, during that pharaoh's reign, but they would have become 
manifest not long afterwards.

The Osirian Form of Good Governance

      The Osirian form of good governance is truly powerful and incorruptible because it is 
purely metaphysical in its source, its origin, its implementation, and its maintenance, 
which is why Set had to kill Osiris.

      Using language and words to articulate an Osirian culture is difficult because, being 
purely metaphysical, the physicality of our writing system will be inadequate as a means of 
description, and so it is.

      In layman's terms, such a culture, and the whole fabric of its society, is geared to 
honour consciousness, especially the higher aspect of it, not the ego, by directly influencing
consciousness Hermetically (magically, alchemically, energetically).

      Osirian governance is self-perpetuating, but so, too, is the bad governance of Set.  As 
such, while Osirian rule provides the soil within which consciousness is healthy and 
flourishing, a healthy, flourishing consciousness naturally upholds the Osirian rule.

      Unfortunately, the same can be said for the rule of Set.  It provides a self-aggrandising 
culture within which consciousness is consumed by a focus on material things that do not 
serve it, so it becomes damaged and wounded, causing it to devolve, which, in turn, 
perpetuates the bad rule, as we can see around us today.

The Osirian Golden Age of Existence

      The Ancient Egyptians as we know them practiced the Horus form of governance, but 
the pyramid culture of pre-dynastic Egypt, or Khem, practiced an Osirian form of 
governance.

      Under the Horus rule, the king and the priesthood, as the regulating authorities, form 
the connection with divinity, so the people rely on them to maintain that connection, and 
initiation is reserved for them, not as a rule but as a construct of the society.

      Under the Osirian rule, every individual is the connection to divinity and every 
individual is connected, and initiation is just something every incarnate soul engages with 
as a natural and normal function of that society.  These societies are not necessarily 
utopian, either.  There are still disasters experienced, fears confronted, wounds that 
require healing, conflicts to resolve, and there is also fun to be had.

      But the Osirian rule is always associated with a golden age of human existence.
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The Karmic Pattern Repeated Over and Over Again

      Looking back across time, back over as much of this iteration as is possible, we can see 
the karmic pattern the myth encodes played out again and again, at different times, in 
different contexts, and in different cultures.

      Osiris, or a form of him, appears, only to have Set act to kill him off, contain him, 
sometimes crushing the culture, and, with it, the threat to Set's rule.

      The Celts are a classic example of this pattern.  They practiced a beautiful form of 
Osirian rule, but the Romans, and particularly Julius Caesar, as an instrument of Set, 
crushed the Celtic culture, relentlessly, implacably.  He murdered millions of them in Gaul 
(France), and imprisoned millions more, and then went after them in Britannia.

      Furthermore, as with the Osirian myth, the Celtic Wisdom endured, as Isis did.  In fact, 
the druidic Wisdom became infused with Christianity, forming a beautiful Celtic version of 
it, and the Catholic Church found it necessary to act ruthlessly to eradicate it.

      We also see the same pattern played out with the Cathars.  Again, we see a form of 
Osirian rule that caused the cultural consciousness of southern France to thrive under the 
Cathars.  And again, we see Set and his co-conspirators act quickly to kill off and contain 
the Osirian rule, crushing the culture, snuffing it out until it was completely extinguished.

The Cultures of Central America and the Gods of the Past

      When evolved beings from a higher cultural consciousness appear in cultures that could
fairly be described as primitive, and these evolved people teach those more primitive 
cultures many things of higher and lower knowledge, it is perhaps natural that the more 
primitive cultures would turn the evolved beings into gods, and especially so with the 
passing of time.

      So it was with Quetzalcoatl, Kukulkan and Viracocha, the gods (or same god) of the 
Aztecs, the Maya and the Inca respectively1.  The myths and legends of these gods, passed 
down orally across aeons of time, all tell remarkably similar stories of men with 
remarkably similar characteristics who appeared some time in the pre-history of that 
region1, bringing with them an Osirian form of rule, ushering in a golden age of existence.

      In many ways they were gods, these evolved people, bringing with them transformative 
Knowledge.  Like Osiris, they were civilisers who introduced organised society and 
civilising laws, a knowledge of writing, healing, mathematics, astronomy, the planting and 
cultivating of crops, engineering and architecture and building with stone, and the 
Knowledge of the celestial spheres, hence the Central American pyramids.

Feathered Serpents

      Perhaps the biggest clue left to us by the Central and South American myths and 
legends as to who and what these evolved beings were is the interpretation of their names, 
all of which translate into the title Feathered Serpent1.
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      The Feathered Serpent represents the transcended state of being of one who exists 
beyond physicality despite being in or having physical form.  The Feathered Serpent is one 
whose consciousness and, therefore, mindset, perspective, belief and focus are no longer 
bound to the quagmire of the physical, pulled down by the heavy gravitational pull of 
materiality, just as you would expect someone from a high cultural consciousness to be.

      The Feathered Serpent forms the same symbolism as does the caterpillar that is 
transformed into the butterfly, but I love the symbolism these evolved people introduced to
depict something so powerful, because the serpent itself is a powerful symbol of Wisdom, 
and the feathers symbolise the freedom from gravitational materiality afforded by the 
Wisdom.

      That Quetzalcoatl, Kukulkan and Viracocha (and others of the various pantheons of 
Central American gods) were said to be tall, bearded, pale-skinned, blue-eyed men is very 
probably because they were genetically part of the high culture that survived the end of the 
old and the beginning of the new human iteration1 – the seeds of a new iteration (the allele 
for blue eyes is a highly significant genetic marker for an ability to hold 'higher' energy and 
to achieve higher states of consciousness).

Set Usurped the Osirian Rule in Central America

      But Set did what he does best.  He killed off the Osirian rule in that region.  Something 
either went horribly wrong in the interpretation, the understanding, and the practice and 
application of it or something caused the cultures to revert to their primitive ways.  Or 
perhaps both.

      I believe there was a kind of innocence, or maybe a naivety, and, dare I say it, a 
genetically inferior intellect, in the cultures of that region that made them vulnerable to the
trickery, and the lure and seduction of corruption.

      The twisted interpretation of the divine gnosis as evidenced by the ritual blood 
sacrifices did not happen by chance, nor by the 'Chinese whispers' dynamic of a changed 
message.  What made them vulnerable was fear, and something, or someone, played on 
that fear, because fear formed the premise of the ritual sacrifices of the Aztecs, the Maya 
and other peoples of that region.

      Regardless of the justification for it, bad governance reigns supreme when a culture 
commits murder in such a systematic way as the Aztecs did, and when they actively seek 
human victims for their blood (heart) sacrifices.

      The systematic ritualised murder and blood sacrifice, and the wearing of the sacrificial 
victims' skins by the high priest, was the system put in place to ensure bad governance did 
reign supreme, and it was a darkly magical practice that was always going to come back on 
the cultures that practiced it.

      Ironically, they sacrificed the way they did to prevent their own destruction from higher
forces, but what they were doing was bringing destruction upon themselves from those 
same higher forces manifested on the physical plane.
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A Systematic Recipe for Destruction

      The Maya, for all their Knowledge of the celestial spheres, and the movements and 
cycles that govern us, were wiped out, very possibly by a severe drought that they 
themselves exacerbated by using and, therefore, depriving themselves of their own soil to 
produce the white clay for their monuments.

      And the Aztecs, as we know, were destroyed by the Spanish invaders, violently, not just 
courtesy of the Spanish sword but also courtesy of the germs the Spanish brought with 
them – germs that decimated the Aztec population.

      In fact, the Spanish felt they were entirely justified in committing genocide when they 
witnessed the ritual sacrifices of the Aztecs.  Oh, the irony.  Or, rather, the hypocrisy.  The 
Spanish sacrificed anyone and everyone who did not adhere to Catholicism during their 
infamous Inquisition.

      The destruction of these two cultures aptly illustrates and typifies a vital and 
fundamental aspect of Set's rule (which he never discloses): it always culminates in 
destruction, particularly self-destruction.  Always, without fail and without exception.

      Again, to reiterate, this is why the Osirian myth links us, as co-conspirators, with the 
cycle of precession that governs the timing of the iterations of human existence.  We are a 
primary contributing factor in the end, the destruction, of our iterations.  Is that not reason
enough to hide our own history from us on the part of those who serve Set?

The Khmer Culture of Asia

      I happened to see a documentary on the ancient Khmer culture that thrived in modern 
Cambodia and Myanmar from 802 – 1431 CE (I've tried to find it again without success so 
cannot reference it, which is a pity because it was very good).  Again, it was impossible for 
me to miss the same pattern.

      The culture was established under a strong warrior-priest, Jayavarman II, who united 
the bickering, squabbling petty kingdoms under one rule and by a fabric weaved of an 
enlightened form of Hinduism.  As a cohesive whole, the culture rose to great heights, with 
a sophisticated administrative system based on 23 provinces8 and a commerce that seemed
to be predominantly in the hands of women8 (the culture was not misogynist).

      The culture was able to build great cities comparable in size to those we inhabit today, 
with a clever system of reservoirs, waterways and canals, roads, and, of course, the 
incredibly-beautiful temples that still exist today, now being reclaimed from the forest, 
studied and analysed.

      One of their temples, Angkor Wat, is the largest religious temple ever built, not to 
mention one of the most exquisite, and it was a microcosm of the Hindu universe8, which, 
to me, strongly resonates with a knowledge of Osirian good governance, using the divine 
gnosis to harness the power of our connection with the celestial spheres for the good of all.

      As does the fact that, like the pyramids in Egypt, their temples form a whole that 
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mirrors the constellation of Draco as it would have appeared in 10,500 BCE1, the same 
time pointed at with the sky-ground reflection of the Giza pyramids and the Belt of Orion5.

      One of the beautiful carvings on one of their temples depicts the infernal tug of war 
between the forces of Light and the forces of Darkness, so they were, indeed, enlightened.

      And then, yet another over-bloated ego, tools of Set, ascended the throne somewhere 
around 1330ish, and he upset the balance.  He overturned the religion that had served the 
culture so well for so long and introduced a darkly-magical form of Buddhism, complete 
with the blood-letting (not sacrifice) we see in the cultures of Central America.

      Within a hundred years of this divisive move, the culture was in conflict within itself, 
which weakened it internally, making it vulnerable to attack and invasion.  As a culture, it 
imploded, and it's decline was rapid.  Its beautiful temples and its vast cities were 
abandoned, claimed by the forest.

Excellent Conduits

      As this particular king and so many other over-bloated egos illustrate, men make 
excellent conduits for bad governance whilst women make excellent conduits for good 
guidance.

      Sweep your eyes back over our history and see if you can argue that point.  Why else do 
you think the Darkness Works so damned hard to suppress women?

      Any and every culture, like the Romans and their Catholic Church, who honour the rule 
of Set suppresses women.  Just as separation/Separation, containment and entrapment are
recurring themes in these cultures, so, too, is the suppression of women a recurring theme.
By their fruit shall ye know them . . . .

The Principle of Isis

      The Knowledge encoded in the Osirian myth gets a whole lot more interesting when you
delve a little deeper into the metaphysical dynamics of Osiris and Isis and their effect on 
the human experience.

      Whilst good governance comes and goes in this dimension, or, rather, is established, or 
re-established, and then killed off and locked out by Set – the eternal and infernal tug of 
war between the Light and Dark as depicted in the Khmer temple – the good guidance of 
Isis never leaves this dimension, just as Isis herself never left, or died, in the myth.

      Because she never leaves, she is always capable of bringing Osiris back.  This, the 
Darkness knows, which is why it crushes the Wisdom of Isis wherever it appears.  The 
Darkness knows the inherent danger of, and is fully cognisant of, the threat of her.  Indeed,
it is hyper-vigilant where she is concerned, as well it should be.

The Ancient Wisdom and the Guardians

      The Ancient Wisdom I have written about extensively is the good guidance of Isis, our 
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inherent birthright.  And it is the very substance, or essence, of the Guardians.  As such, 
you can see the inherent characteristics of the good guidance in those of the Guardians I 
have referred to, specifically Socrates, Gautama Buddha and Yeheshua.

      Like a flame on a candle, the Wisdom radiates, although, in exile, its Light is seemingly 
dim.  As a radiation it never forces itself on humanity, unlike Set's bad governance.  It 
never pushes its way in, or demands it be heard, heeded, recognised and honoured, even if 
honouring it is entirely in our best interests.

      Furthermore, just as Isis's associated star, Sirius, is the guidance and companionship 
for human consciousness as a whole, or a collective, so, too, is it with the Guardians when 
they come in their True Form*.

      As such, they don't Work with consciousness at an individual level, although what they 
do is always for the good of all individual souls.

      In re-seeding the Wisdom they direct and guide the whole thing, so they don't and 
cannot become entangled in the grass roots of individual lives, which is why they 
traditionally Worked with disciples who did, then, take the Wisdom to the people.

      They are not counsellors, in other words.  Actually, they make very bad counsellors 
because Free Will is an alien thing to them.

The Power of Isis

      If you remember that Isis is the consort of Osirian good governance then you can see 
this in the essence, or energy, of the Guardians.  Innate in their energy is the Wisdom that 
magically, or Hermetically, brings back the Osirian rule.  So it was with each of them in 
their own unique way, and the Osirian rule took the form of Philosophy (Socrates), 
Buddhism (Gautama Buddha) and Gnosticism (Yeheshua).

      Furthermore, just as Isis could not be killed or snuffed out by Set – indeed, in some 
versions of the myth he tries to marry her – neither has the Wisdom of these three 
Guardians ever truly or fully been snuffed out, despite the best efforts of some to do so.

      But just as Isis was forced into exile, so, too, has the Ancient Wisdom been forced into 
exile by the bad governance that reigns here now.  Even in exile, though, Isis still Worked 
for the good of all, teaching her son, raising him to be strong enough to challenge his uncle,
which effectively, eventually, spelled the end of Set's rule.

      So, too, is it with the Wisdom here now.  It is Working, behind the scenes, so to speak, 
patiently awaiting the time when it will, once again, come out of exile.

      Isis's conception of rule in the form of Horus is a threat to Set's rule, but nothing is a 
greater threat to Set than Osiris himself.  In fact, he greatly fears Osiris's return.

The Rose of Human Consciousness

      There is another extremely important aspect of the Osirian mythology that has a direct 
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bearing on human consciousness.  The only way the Osirian form of good governance can
be re-established here in its full and original form is if all the parts, or facets, of human 
consciousness are brought back together, healed and whole.

      I speak about the conscious awareness, the subconscious, higher consciousness and the 
imagination as dimensional aspects of human consciousness, but the Truth is human 
consciousness is far more multi-dimensional even than this.  Higher consciousness alone is
far more multi-dimensional.

      In Hermetic tradition, consciousness is symbolised by the rose, and a beautiful 
symbolic link it is, too.  Just as each petal comprises the whole rose, so, too, does each facet
of consciousness comprise the whole.  And just as the rose has an inner centre formed of 
an intricate collection of petals, so, too, does consciousness have an inner centre formed of 
an intricate collection of dimensional facets, one that is uniquely different for each of us.

Linen Bandages and Magical Words

      The importance, the significance, and the powerful ramifications for humanity of 
bringing back and reassembling the dimensional facets of consciousness is the reason why 
Set dismembered Osiris in the myth, and why he took the body parts to separate parts of 
the land so they could not be reassembled.

      And it is the same reason why, for those perpetrating the bad governance that reigns 
today, it is of vital importance that human consciousness remain separated and Separated. 
It is why Separation is such a recurring theme of the Darkness.  They separate/Separate us 
any which way, and every which way they can.

      When human consciousness is re-membered, reassembled, healed and whole, Osirian 
good governance begins to return, naturally, because it is, in Truth, not only our birthright,
it is our natural way of being.

      Knowledge, especially in the form of the divine gnosis, is the mummifying bandages Isis
used to bind Osiris's body parts back together into a whole, and the Ancient Wisdom is 
Isis's magical words that can and will bring him back into this realm.

      Higher Knowledge is not just an antidote for dumbness, it is an antidote for Separation.
But if Knowledge is an antidote, the Ancient Wisdom is the powerfully magical (Hermetic),
all-encompassing cure.

The Ancient Egyptian Mythology of Zep Tepi

      Ancient Egyptian mythology speaks of Zep Tepi, a 'First Time'1, 2, 4, 6, that was known to 
be a golden age of human existence.  And because they had their roots in Ancient Egypt, 
this particular myth has morphed into the Christian and Jewish myths we have today of 
the Garden of Eden – a paradisaical place where humans walked in communion with God.

      Many people think the Ancient Egyptians believed Zep Tepi was a golden age 
experienced deep in the pre-history of this, our current interation1, 2, 4, 6 .  I don't dispute 
either the theory that Zep Tepi did occur in Egypt's pre-history or that ordinary Ancient 
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Egyptians believed it did.

      There was a high culture that existed in the region of Egypt at the end of the last 
iteration and the beginning of the current one, and it would, indeed, have been a golden 
age of existence, especially when compared to ours.

      But Zep Tepi refers to far more than just the beginning of our iteration and the high 
culture, the ascended consciousness, that existed at that time.

      We all, each and every one of us here now, came from our own Zep Tepi, a paradisaical 
'first time' when we existed in complete union with the divine.  And we all fell out of that 
union, not just into lower dimensionality, not just into the quagmire of materiality, but 
also into a Perpetually Separated, zombie state of existence.  We are all just about as low as
we can get as sentient beings.

      So, too, is this true for us as a collective.  As a whole, humanity once existed in complete
union with divinity, ruled by Osirian good governance.  Like the Garden of Eden, it was 
paradisaical and it was our birthright, our intended state of being, so it was, indeed, a 
golden age of existence – a golden age like no other we've experienced since.

      And then along came a spider . . . a highly seductive, supremely manipulative spider.

Cast Out of Paradise

      The biblical Garden of Eden story would have us believe the fall of humanity happened 
in a single incident when the woman, Eve, was persuaded by the serpent to partake of the 
apple of Knowledge, and then persuaded the man, Adam, to do the same (which holds 
Truth, hence the Dark obsession with suppressing the Sacred Feminine).

      The Garden of Eden is a clever twist and distortion of Truth.  I have to give them that.  
In one fell swoop they've maligned the Sacred Feminine, blaming the fall of humanity and 
man on women and facilitating any justification for the suppression of them.  And they've 
poisoned the human mindset, causing humans to believe Knowledge is evil when the Truth
is the exact opposite.  It is the Separation from Knowledge that perpetuates evil.

      And they would have us believe the very god who Created us turfed us out of the Garden
where we existed in paradisaical union with him, as punishment, when the Truth is our 
Creators never expelled us.  'Twas simply not in their True Nature to do so, unlike the god 
of the story who behaved like a sulky, dictatorial bully when he wasn't obeyed.  Such 
behaviour is egoic, not truly divine.

      We took ourselves out of paradisaical union because we were manipulated, lured, 
tricked and seduced by what was on offer, just as Set's co-conspirators were seduced into 
committing murder and high treason, and because we exercised our Free Will.  We left our 
divine source, but it has never abandoned us.

Our Fall From Grace

      The fall of humanity was a Process that occurred over time and over many iterations of 
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the human experience, or, rather, in just about every iteration of the human experience.  
As consciousness, we return to Osirian rule, then we fall out of his rule, and then we return 
again only to fall again.

      As I said earlier, and as the Osirian myth tells us, this is not just because consciousness 
is governed by the ascending/descending cycle of Orion.  It is because we are subject to a 
karmic pattern that was set aeons ago within us and has been perpetuated and, therefore, 
empowered ever since.  But it is a karmic pattern that is not independent of the cycle of 
Orion, which is why I believe the myth points to the clock of precession.

      If we just focus on this current iteration, our iteration, for now, we existed in a state of 
Zep Tepi very early on.  But we can't see it because we have no real Knowledge of it.  The 
myths and monuments of the ancient world hold its essence, its resonance, but these are 
rendered almost completely ineffective courtesy of our chronic ignorance.

Initiation as the Bedrock of the Pyramid High Culture

      Far from representing the dismemberment of Osiris, the Hermetic configuration 
formed of the pyramids brought all the parts of consciousness back together into one 
cohesive whole.  And, although I cannot prove it, I believe each pyramid is linked with and 
harnesses the energy of different and specific stars, not just in Orion.

      From lower to higher, the configuration took individuals through the stages of 
initiation, and not just the priests and priestesses of the priesthood but all the individuals 
in that culture.  Every level and every state of being was catered for.  Thus did initiation 
form the bedrock of that culture.

      As I said in the last monograph, Egypt, in its entirety, was a temple.  No wonder the 
ancients believed it was Zep Tepi.

The Devolution of the Ancient Egyptians

      The question is how did the high culture of the pyramid builders devolve into the lower 
culture of the Ancient Egyptians as we know them?

      Was it just the natural descent of consciousness as regulated by Orion?  Or did Set act 
to contain it, as is always the case?

      If I was a betting person, I would wager a decent amount of money on the fact that it 
was the latter of these two possibilities, especially given the fact that at the time, human 
consciousness was in balance in terms of ascent and descent.

      Has the Darkness Hermetically manipulated a blind spot, a wall beyond which we 
cannot see?  It would seem so.

      The very valid point has been raised that in Britain, Egypt and Central America there 
seems to be the beginning of a new age at the same time4.  The Mayan Age of the Jaguar 
began in 3114 BCE, Stonehenge was first begun around 3100 BCE, and the civilisation of 
Ancient Egypt began under Menes in 3100 BCE4.  So what happened at this time?
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      Or perhaps we should be asking what happened before it?  What did Set do to contain 
and kill off the Osirian cultures of our pre-history, the same cultures that built the 
pyramids in different locations around the world?  How did the ancient cultures of Egypt 
become Horus rules rather than Osirian rules?

The Resurrection of Human Consciousness

      Human consciousness yearns to return to that original union with the divine, even 
though most of us are completely unaware of this yearning.  Many more of us are aware, 
though.  And, for anyone who's experienced the trigger experience I wrote about in the 
previous monographs, that yearning is awakened and you become aware of it.  It's painful.

      But everything in this reality, especially now, is conspiring to keep us separated and 
Separated.  That's the problem with the rule of Set, the rule the Dark priests and those who
serve them are perpetrating and perpetuating.  They need to keep us as co-conspirators.

      When the bad governance replaces the good, very bad things happen.  When the bad 
governance reigns, we are seduced and manipulated into doing very bad things, just as we 
are now being manipulated, and these always come back on us karmically.

      Although we cannot avoid or circumvent our own karmic patterns, the time has come to
change the status quo, and that time is marked in the celestial spheres, which is exactly 
what the ancients were trying to tell us2, 4, 5, 6.

      Only, this time, we're not going to re-establish the Horus rule.  Isis and her Ancient 
Wisdom are coming out of exile.  She is going to deliver up to the Darkness that which it 
fears most.  She is going to restore the rule of Osiris.

The Cosmic Stroke of Midnight

      Which brings me back to Graham Hancock's Work.  For many years, courtesy of my 
own Work, I knew we were approaching the Cosmic Stroke of Midnight, which I knew 
heralded a new paradigm of human existence, the reason why Free Will was being and 
could be removed as the premise upon which human existence is based.

      But in Magicians of the Gods2, Graham Hancock outlined the highly significant marker 
in the celestial spheres that I know is the Cosmic Stroke of Midnight, and he documented 
the powerful Truth that the ancients were well aware it was coming and when.

      We are not approaching the Cosmic Stroke of Midnight, we are in it and have been for 
the past sixty years, with twenty to go2.

Scorpio, Sagittarius, Ophiuchus and the Centre of the Galaxy

      As to the marker itself, briefly, there is a kind of star gate formed of Scorpio 
(energetically linked with the layer of DNA that governs transformation, karmic patterns,  
regeneration10 ) and Sagittarius (energetically linked with the layer of DNA that governs 
philosophy and growth (spirituality)10) with Ophiuchus behind and between them2.  
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      Ophiuchus is the high vibration thirteenth constellation in the Zodiac that holds the 
energy of transcendence that we Work with to make our way back to divine union, so 
whenever the sun is rising in this conjunction, from around mid-November to mid-
January, we will experience powerful energetic influences that give rise to significant 
metaphysical Processes and powerful transformational change.

      This is always so, in every annual cycle.  There is nothing different about it.  What has 
been different over the last sixty years is the fact that the very centre of the galaxy, seen as 
a dark bulge in the Milky Way, is also between this star gate, adding its extremely powerful 
energetic weight to the energies consciousness is normally Working with at this time2.

      At the same time, Orion has reached its northern limit, which the ancients associated 
with the mythical Phoenix burning up on its funeral pyre and arising, anew, out of the 
ashes2, and we're moving into the cusp within which one great age of precession, the Age of
Pisces, is beginning to give way to another, the Age of Aquarius.

      I've said before, but I'll say it again, human existence looks very different under the 
different precessional ages.  They are far more powerful in their regulating effects than 
humanity realises.

      The ancient cultures around the world knew the time we exist in now would be a time of
transformation and transition, and, therefore, also a time of great change and upheaval2, 4.

The Religions of the Present Born of the Religions of the Past

      The institutionalised religions, especially Judaism and Christianity, hold echoes of the 
divine Knowledge that was weaved into the Ancient Egyptian religion-philosophy because 
these religions were born out of that same religion-philosophy.

      If you are going to fabricate a religion, it has to hold some elements of the divine Truth 
to give it some semblance of authenticity.  I've said before, human consciousness is gullible
but it's not stupid.

      So what we've inherited today through the institutionalised religions is an echo of the 
divine Knowledge, but one that has been distorted through the filters of indoctrination and
institutionalisation.

      The Garden of Eden is one such distortion, holding, as it does, the ancient's concept of 
Zep Tepi.  The Christian concept of being 'born again' is another.  It is a misunderstanding,
or, rather, a twisted distortion of the metaphysical Truth of the resurrection of 
consciousness through the powerful (Hermetic) Processes of mastery and initiation.

      Genuinely transforming and transcending one's consciousness is vastly different from 
joining a church group, blindly adopting its beliefs, attending services every Sunday, and 
adhering to its rules, tenets and standards of behaviour.  Believe me, I know just how 
vastly different these two are.

      So it should come as no surprise that the concept of the Second Coming is another of 
these religious distortions.
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The Second Coming

      The Second Coming does not refer to Jesus who, as an iconic fabrication, never existed, 
and nor does it refer to Yeheshua, the man upon whom the iconic fabrication is based.

      The Second Coming refers to Osiris, the purely metaphysical principle of good 
governance that is our birthright, our rightful heritage, and our natural state of being.  And
it refers to the golden age of cultural consciousness established under Osirian rule, within 
which human consciousness will, once again, thrive.

     First, however, before we get to the golden age of Osirian rule, human consciousness has
to go through a period of transformation, transcendence and transition.  Having been 
through these myself, I know just how chaotic and turbulent they can be.

      John Godolphin Bennett, a student of Ouspensky who ran an esoteric school in 
London, gave a lecture during which he summed up our time rather perfectly:-

“If the last great change happened ten thousand years before Christ [12,000 years ago] . . 
then maybe we are due for another change equally as great in the way in which man 
lives on earth.  Or, possibly, we may be due for something even greater: really, the 
arriving of a new race of people.  We should take [this] seriously because it not only 
comes from the evidence of tradition, and from evidence that comes from the study of 
cycles, but simply from what our eyes see as we look about us.4”

      There are interesting times ahead.

* Author's Note: I deliberately use capital letters to denote higher-dimensional concepts and to distinguish these from the
common, lower-dimensional use and definition of the words.
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